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Abstract—We present a consistent model for artistic medium reproduction in 3D scene renderings and animations. Computer generated stylized animations should reproduce the medium used by the artists while avoiding the artifacts present in hand-drawn animations. In our model, for each scene object, we create a surface grain according to the object geometry and apply it as additional material properties. Our system aims to make these additional material properties remain consistent to the scene / objects animation while avoiding undesirable effects that can appear and disturb the viewer. Commonly the animators fill in their paintings is slightly modified for the next frame. This process is very expensive (i.e. it took over two years for the 29000 frames of “The Old Man and the Sea”) specially while avoiding undesirable effects that can appear and disturb the viewer. Commonly the animators fill in their drawings with flat color paint to ignore these constraints.

This challenge is very interesting in computer graphics and particularly in non-photorealistic rendering domain since proposed solutions assist the user in complex artistic tasks. To obtain a successful temporal coherent stylization, proposed methods should take into account the frame to frame coherence to avoid undesirable effects such as popping. Note that achieving a complete temporal coherence is not strictly a requirement, controlled variations (i.e. having a behavior that seems to follow the animation flow) can provide additional benefits to the produced animation (for example the sea rendering in Petrov’s animation).

Many authors have defined goals that should be achieved for successful temporally coherent stylizations. Litwinowicz [2] has mentioned, in the discussion section of his paper, some of the undesirable effects produced by its impressionist stylization system for video. More largely, Hertzmann [3] has provided considerations on how do artists create imagery, how do observers respond to artistic imagery and how do we evaluate aesthetics. He has noticed that measuring subjective qualities of art is a tricky business and has mentioned two main metric categories: “proxy metrics” that does test measurable properties relevant to evaluating art (biophysical measurements, fractal dimension statistics or improvement of the memory performance) and “asking artists” that consists in informal feedback from artists. Recently, Bénard et al. [4] have identified three goals to ensure a temporal coherence: the flatness, the coherent motion and the temporal continuity. The flatness is the ability to convey the 2D aspect of a given stylization. The coherent motion provides a high correlation between 3D scene and pattern motions and consequently avoids the shower door effect. The temporal continuity consists in guaranteeing the frame to frame coherence. They have summarized the trade-offs made by various solutions for the temporal coherence problem. They have noted that these have a conflicting nature and any solution is necessarily a compromise.

We share the same idea, any such method necessary incur some artifacts. Moreover we think that each method has its own advantages and drawbacks in term of usage and variety of produced effects, and nobody can predict what kind of effects the artists want to produce: does an impressionist painter draw in 2D (as constrained by the canvas) the result that he designs in 3D and what would he do if he would animate the whole?

The main contribution of the paper consists in producing a coherent stylization to maintain grain attachment on each object. We create a surface grain as additional material properties for each scene object according to its geometry. These material properties are used to produce a coherent stylization. As previously mentioned, our solution is a compromise and we favor the flatness and temporal continuity. So these additional material properties remain consistent according to the scene / objects animation while avoiding shower door and popping effects. While existing methods try to primarily maintain coherence during walk-throughs, we priorly maintain the grain attachment (i.e the aspect / density) for any object / viewer rotations and non z-axis (i.e. depth) displacements and refine the grain density according to the z-axis displacements. In fact,
variations could be perceived only through z-axis displacements. Moreover by opposition to the existing methods in which the noise is computed and then applied to the object we propose an inverse approach: according to the object coordinates (position, normal, texture) we compute the noise. To prevent the z-axis motion coherence artifact we use an additional fractal surface reconstruction model. This model is able to extract salient characteristics and to reconstruct the whole image. The reconstruction process combined to the medium generation offer a perfect motion coherence and preserve flatness. Temporal continuity is almost preserved.

Note that as additional result, this permits to obtain traditional medium such as impressionism through visible brush strokes effects. All of these contributions have been fully implemented on GPU and the rendering process is real-time.

In the following, we first present the related work, then we focus on our model and particularly on the grain surface generation and the additional noise generation through the fractal surface reconstruction. After, a framework is proposed to produce artistic medium. Finally, the results are presented and well discussed.

II. BACKGROUND

Reproducing artistic medium model such as painting, pen-and-ink is one of the main field of the non-photorrealistic rendering domain and a large collection of models have been proposed in the last two decades [5], [6]. Their application for the generation of stylized animations is not obvious since temporal incoherence introduces visual artifacts which are unsuitable for the audience. Even if many methods try to address the temporal coherence for stylized animations, the conflicting nature of flatness, motion coherence and temporal continuity could only provided compromise solutions [7].

Techniques for rendering animations in a painterly style have to solve two main problems: produced images have to be coherent over time; medium application should stick to the animated surfaces to avoid the shower door effect.

Meier [8] proposed the first method for rendering animations in a painterly style using particles. These are created to represent the geometry and, according to the distance from the viewpoint brush strokes, used to paint the model. Unfortunately the distribution is realized in the object-space and can be non-uniform (too dense or too sparse) after its projection.

Chi et al. [9] recently presented a framework for interactive 3D painterly rendering. The 3D model is described through a multi-resolution bounding sphere hierarchy which is computed according to color and geometry information. This representation is then used to select candidate regions and stroke nodes in order to apply stroke abstractions. View dependent or independent stroke abstractions are proposed but shower door and popping effects respectively appear. Note that smooth level transitions are introduced to reduce the popping effect. The main contribution of this paper is a hierarchical representation of 3D objects used to efficiently abstract painterly rendering but the animation problems remain.

To improve the feeling of 3D motion, Cunzi et al. [10] have introduced the notion of dynamic canvas. Canvas is dynamically animated according to the camera movements reducing the shower door effect for certain transformations. A solution based on 2D transformations and a spherical distortion is used to describe 3D motion in animated scenes and also to animate background canvas. This approach is restricted to a set of camera motions and particularly designed for walkthrough.

Kaplan et al. [11] have proposed a generative model for dynamic canvas motion. In this model papers are created through many fibers in which each of them has a position, direction and width; impurities can also be added into the paper model. To provide dynamic canvas, individuals fibers are associated with each scene object including the background. A background is modeled using a triangular mesh and always sits at a constant distance and orientation from the viewpoint. This background and objects are then dissociated avoiding the shower door effect. Unfortunately, this model is hardly limited to canvas fibers, is not real time, and suffers from popping effects.

Bousseau et al. [12] have presented a pipeline to obtain watercolor images. Starting with an image or a 3D model, they first produce abstracted image through abstraction steps and then apply watercolor effects. Watercolor effects consist in successive treatments including paper effects; edge darkening and pigment density variation. They have proved that watercolor can be simulated using low frequency turbulent flow and high frequency pigment dispersion. Two dynamic canvases approaches have been proposed to avoid temporal coherence problems. Unfortunately, this texture attachment method is only well adapted for a single object viewed with a static background and flow textures method needs, for every frame, the interactive generation of noise and turbulent textures. In addition to time consumption, the popping effects are not totally avoided with these methods.

A solution to provide temporal coherence for video water-colorization was also proposed by Bousseau et al. [13]. It combines texture advection presented above according to the optical flow field computed for the video and mathematical morphology operation to produce a temporally coherent abstraction of the video.

Vanderhaeghe et al. [14] focused on temporal coherence of stroke based renderings. The method is based on a point distribution in the image plane. These points are projected into the underlying scene to apply the scene motion. At each frame, points can be added or removed if needed. As mentioned by the authors, their image-based distribution approach is well-adapted for a statistical distribution measures but an object-based approach [8] gives much better animation results. In fact, their distribution is more coherent than static ones but mechanisms like blending and sliding are proposed to ensure temporal coherence.

Recently, Benard et al. [4] have proposed a stylization based on the Gabor noise function. The noise primitive
is used as a procedural texturing to create temporally coherent in 3D animations. It is defined in 2D screen space and a point distribution on the surface of the 3D model is used to ensure the coherence of motion. Due to the 2D definition and the point distribution, popping effect appears. Moreover, time computation for this method does not provide real-time rendering for complex 3D scenes (from 50 fps to 8 fps for very small scenes composed with 4k to 50k triangles).

Finally Kass et al. [15] have proposed a solution based on a Perlin noise filtered by the depth and the velocity fields and their consequent occlusion relationships. Stylizations are also possible applying the coherent noise on image dilatation/erosion/warp for example.

Note that all of the coherent noise approaches provide a solution from noise space to object space. With this kind of approaches, the noise is coherent on the resulting image if stationary noise (independent on the frame kind of approaches, the noise is coherent on the resulting image dilatation/erosion/warp for example. Stylizations are also possible applying the coherent noise on image dilatation/erosion/warp for example.

The main idea is to maintain a coherent and uniform canvas during walkthroughs, and other types of transformations. In contrast with existing methods where the main idea is to maintain a coherent and uniform canvas during walkthroughs, we choose to give a full priority to the grain attachment during object rotations and other non z-axis (i.e. depth) displacements. On the other side and in terms of grain density, we maintain uniformity of the overall frame according to displacements along the depth-axis. Thus, this leads us to try to compute the grain as a function related to a 3D coordinate that is strongly object-space dependent while taking into account the depth of the projective space.

III. GRANULARITY, FROM OBJECT SPACE TO IMAGE SPACE

In our solution, we provide a coherent noise. As Kass et al. [15], our solution is based on a Perlin noise. But by opposition to the previous noise approaches that first consider a noise and then its application on the 3D geometry, we propose an inverse approach: starting with the 3D geometry, we provide a function which is able to compute consistent noise. The main advantage of this approach resides in the fact that no problem remains when geometry appears; disocclusion is not a particular case and rapid changes is no more a problem to solve.

So to produce medium, we propose to generate a surface grain that is specific to each scene object while maintaining an uniform frame overall. Consequently we provide a model able to:

• compute the surface grain of each object independently. The grain surface can be defined as additional material properties. These are attached to the object and our model guarantees the continuity of the grain surface (the noise construction is consistent over movements);
• guarantee a grain surface continuity around the scene. Even if each object has its own grain surface, viewer does not perceive any discontinuity on the scene.

These new material properties, representing the grain surface, would be generated using two types of data:

• a procedural noise function used to simulate the medium effect;
• one (or a blend of) texture given as an input of the pipeline (see section 5) and used to reproduce canvas.

Thus, the question would arise from the calculation of correct settings that respectively fit the following constraints for each data type:

• getting the appropriate parameters (one, two, three, \ldots, \textit{n}) for the chosen noise function;
• getting the texture coordinates.

Remind that the grain must remain a material property that is associated to objects and follow them as best as possible.

Like Bousseau et al. [12] and Meier [8], we want that the produced effect sticks to the object surfaces during animation in order to avoid the shower door effect; here, two types of movements are distinguished: depth variations, for example walkthroughs, and other types of transformations. In contrast with existing methods where the main idea is to maintain a coherent and uniform canvas during walkthroughs, we choose to give a full priority to the grain attachment during object rotations and other non z-axis (i.e. depth) displacements. On the other side and in terms of grain density, we maintain uniformity of the overall frame according to displacements along the depth-axis. Thus, this leads us to try to compute the grain as a function related to a 3D coordinate that is strongly object-space dependent while taking into account the depth of the projective space.

A. Noise parameters

We want to generate data in order to simulate a medium close to those used in artistic medium such as oil painting, pencil, etc. Noise functions are frequently used to generate this type of data. Also, the procedural aspect due to its local construction is interesting since it helps to keep control over the result continuity in the definition space. Perlin’s noise [16], [17] is probably the most famous and widespread procedural noise function. It covers a large part of our needs and is one possible option to generate our medium. The constraints introduced above are expressed in terms of new materials that are fixed to the target 3D model. Thus, we need to calculate a 3D coordinate as a parameter of the Perlin’s noise function. This 3D coordinate depends on the vertex coordinate \( \overrightarrow{\text{V}} \), (to obtain a consistent grain surface on the movement) and the projective space, \( \mathcal{P} \) (to have a grain continuity around the surface scene) and can be formulated as:

\[
\mathcal{T} = \begin{bmatrix} x_t \\ y_t \\ z_t \\ w_t \end{bmatrix} = \mathcal{P} \times \begin{bmatrix} x_v \\ y_v \\ z_e \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( \overrightarrow{\text{V}} = (x_v, y_v, z_v, 1)^T \) is the vertex homogeneous coordinates in the object space; \( z_e \) the z-axis component of \( \overrightarrow{\text{V}}_e = \mathcal{M} \times \mathcal{V} \) which expresses the vertex depth in the eye space (\( \mathcal{M} \) the model-view matrix); \( \mathcal{P} \) the projective space matrix.

As argued above, when representing objects in the eye space expressed by a model-view matrix \( \mathcal{M} \), only the depth component will be altered by using this matrix. Thus, for a vertex having a homogeneous coordinates in the object space, we keep \( x_v, y_v \) and compute its \( z_e \). Then, we obtain the vector \( \mathcal{T} \) which expresses this amount that
varies with depth (z) and remains constant for other types of transformations (x and y) in projective space.

Note that for what follows $T = (\frac{x}{w}, \frac{y}{w}, \frac{z}{w}, 1)^t$.

As an example, figure 2 (a) presents a 3D model and from image (b) to (e) the grain surface provided when $T$, computed in the vertex stage, is used as parameter of the simplex noise function that returns the fragment color at the fragment stage. One can remark that the produced noise on the background is constant. On the images (c) and (d), as the noise computation depends on the vertex coordinates, we can notice that the noise is anchored to the object. On the image (e), one can remark that the frequency of the noise has changed on the object.

As a conclusion of this part, in term of procedural noise function, the noise parameters anchors a consistent noise to the object and adapts the noise frequency according to the depth variations.

B. Texture coordinates

![Figure 1. Projecting 3D texture coordinates on cube faces in order to obtain multiple 2D coordinates: red, yellow and green triangles have all their vertices respectively projected on YZ, XZ and XY planes. Blue triangles have vertices which are projected on different planes.](image)

As our grain surface is represented both by a procedural noise function and a texture, it is obvious that properties of the procedural noise function should be adapted to the texture. In term of texture, we should both provide a consistent texture coordinates for each vertex to anchor the texture to the object; adapt the texture coordinates for each vertex according to the depth to provide the adapted frequency.

The vector $T$, used as a noise parameter, is also used to compute the texture coordinates. As we use 2D textures, we provide a consistent transformation to compute, for each vertex, a 2D texture coordinate using $T$. We propose to use a method inspired by environment mapping techniques to compute this transformation. Here we project 3D vertices in order to get 2D coordinates. By analogy with environment cube mapping, we project the vertex normal $\vec{N}$ coordinates onto one of the six cube faces and store the result in $\vec{C} = (x_c, y_c, z_c, 1)^t$. This projection guaranties that one of these coordinates always corresponds to one of the six planes: $x_c$ (respectively $y_c$, $z_c$) if the projection of $\vec{N}$ is on left or right (respectively top/bottom, front/back) cube face. We use this coordinate to select which coordinate is not used in the vector $T$. In practice, the normal projection on a cube mapping is used to select two of the three coordinates of $T$ hereafter used as vertex texture coordinates.

Note that, for a given geometry primitive (a triangle), we can not ensure that every normal projections are on the same cube face. The blue triangles in figure 1 illustrate this situation. In other words, for a given triangle, we have to compose with multiple textures. In that particular case, we create multiple texture coordinates (one per plane) in the geometry shader. Then for each fragment we mix the considered textures.

As an example, figure 2 from image (f) to (i) presents the texture mapping corresponding to images from (b) to (e). Figure 2 (j) presents a complete granularity result combining noise and texture techniques (i.e. it is not simply a combination of two result images).

Note that we provide consistent and coherent texture coordinates with this method, because: for a given vertex where its normal vector is expressed in the object space, the two selected coordinates of $T$ are always the same; the value of theses two selected coordinates of $T$ depends on the projection including the depth of the object in the viewer space.

In conclusion of this part, in term of texture coordinates generation and texture mapping, the noise parameters anchors consistent texture coordinates to the object and adapts the texture repetition according to the depth.

In general conclusion, both in term of procedural noise function and in term of texture coordinates generation and texture mapping, the noise parameters anchors a consistent noise to the object and adapts the noise frequency according to the depth. As illustrated hereafter in the results and in the additional video, we provide a solution for all kinds of object (deformable objects, fluids, complex scene...).

As mentioned above, we choose to give a full priority to the grain attachment during object rotations and other non z-axis (i.e. depth) displacements. Thus, motion coherence artifacts on the z-axis can be visible with the additional material generation model. To prevent this artifact, we propose to select salient features and reconstruct it for the whole image. Two problems remain: how to find salient informations and how to realize the reconstruction?

In [19], the authors have suggested that various painting effects can be realized with a fractal reconstruction model applied to characteristics expressed as heightmap data. It has been demonstrated that their reconstruction model preserves the given characteristics. The fractal reconstruction model have been first presented and detailed in [20]. Their model provides an efficient solution to produce impressionist effects and compared to other reconstruction methods (ex. see comparison given in [20] with the RBF method [21]) the time computation is quite reasonable (i.e. about 2 fps) for an interactive reconstruction.

IV. MORE NOISE: FRACTAL SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

As mentioned above, we choose to give a full priority to the grain attachment during object rotations and other non z-axis (i.e. depth) displacements. Thus, motion coherence artifacts on the z-axis can be visible with the additional material generation model. To prevent this artifact, we propose to select salient features and reconstruct it for the whole image. Two problems remain: how to find salient informations and how to realize the reconstruction?

In [19], the authors have suggested that various painting effects can be realized with a fractal reconstruction model applied to characteristics expressed as heightmap data. It has been demonstrated that their reconstruction model preserves the given characteristics. The fractal reconstruction model have been first presented and detailed in [20]. Their model provides an efficient solution to produce impressionist effects and compared to other reconstruction methods (ex. see comparison given in [20] with the RBF method [21]) the time computation is quite reasonable (i.e. about 2 fps) for an interactive reconstruction.
We propose to adapt this fractal reconstruction algorithm to stylized animations. Thus, we have first to express the image characteristics at each frame in order to improve the motion coherence. In our work the reconstruction process should be largely improved since real-time animation should be provided. In the following we treat these issues. Note that depending on the level of abstraction, the reconstruction result will differ from the original frame in inverse proportions.

A. Extraction

Here, the results produced in the previous section is used as the initial data. We propose to extract a set of various characteristics (different abstraction steps, data for deferred rendering) using them as possible constraints of the reconstruction process. These should preserve the surface grain previously generated. First, we use a threshold function on the generated medium. As an implementation detail, we precise that the medium is stored on the alpha-channel of the initial data. Consequently the surface grain appears as one of the most preserved characteristics. The figure 3 presents in the first row the output of the additional material generation output. Then we provide, on the second row on the left, the result of the extraction process considering a threshold on the luminance of the medium.

More than surface grain, the contours of the scene objects can also be considered as an important characteristic. If needed by the user, a Sobel edge detection can be computed using the image luminance and a threshold on the result used to select contours extracted for the reconstruction process. The image on the right of the second row shows the case where medium and contours characteristics are extracted.

Figure 3. Extraction step. From top to bottom and left to right: result of the additional material step; extraction obtained using threshold on the medium component; extraction obtained using threshold on the medium component and a Sobel edge detection.
B. Reconstruction

The Morphologically Constrained Midpoint Displacement method (MCMD) [20] is mainly a surface interpolation process which is able to take into account constrained elevations while using random displacements that depend on the subdivision level. Using this method we can modify the random variations in order to control the fractal dimension of the produced image. It is based on midpoint displacement methods like the diamond-square one [22]. This family of iterative subdivision methods can be resumed to a tree traversal process that looks to parent node values to compute children ones (i.e. a top-bottom process). In the MCMD method, the first sub-process (bottom-up) serves to take into account constraints expressed at any tree position (i.e. root or any children nodes) by backing up the information to ancestors. Parent values are extrapolated from their children ones. Unfortunately as previously mentioned, none of them [19], [20] have proposed a real-time implementation.

In this work, we do not aim the same goal as [20] in which parent constraints (i.e. elevations) are computed according to the children ones. From a parent node point of view, we just need to know that a constraint exists for a child and thus the parent should consider its color in the original image as a constraint (i.e. we do not have to extrapolate its value, we just read it from the input). So the algorithm consists in looking for a given fragment where the color is flagged to unknown if one of its children has a color (i.e. has a constraint / is known).

In that case, the fragment updates its value using the pixel color in the original image (i.e non-abstracted). This fragment program should be repeated n times where n is the tree depth (i.e. \( n = \lceil \log_2(\max(W,H)) \rceil \), where \( W \times H \) is the image resolution). As an implementation detail, we precise that the entire algorithm tree is stored as a texture. Thus for each fragment, we can quickly access to its children coordinates through this texture. The top row of the figure 4 shows the obtained result after this first sub-process.

For the second sub-process, it can be resumed to midpoint displacements applied on each color channel (R, G, B) where some of the subtrees are (now) constrained with values that are already known. Here again, a fragment program is repeated n times simulating a top-bottom subdivision process. In this process and for each coordinate, we should determine when the coordinate value must be computed regarding to the subdivision order. We pre-compute the computation level for each fragment position and store the result in a texture. Furthermore, we need to know the list of each child node parents in order to compute its value if necessary. Then we also choose to pre-compute these data and store them in an other texture. Thus, at each subdivision level given as a fragment program uniform parameter, we can determine if the fragment value should be computed (i.e. has the right level). For those with the right level, we test if the value is unknown and in that case interpolate it (with or without displacement) using the fragment parent values.

The middle row of figure 4 shows the final result obtained after the midpoint-displacement sub-process. Note that the result differs between the two reconstructions. On the left image, as we do not include the contour as a characteristic during the extraction step, the reconstruction process spreads information without any consideration on the objects. This produces visible brush strokes that exceed objects borders. On the contrary, on the right image, one can see that constraints have been forwarded to the reconstruction process and the visible brush strokes are bounded to the objects borders.

Considering the adaptation of the first sub-process and a full GPU implementation through texture generation, we obtain a real-time reconstruction and our new algorithm is 35 times faster than the one of Belhadj et al. [20].

V. FRAMEWORK

We propose an artistic rendering style process (see figure 5) that considers additional object properties and uses...
noise to produce images and temporal coherent animations of 3D scenes.

The main part of our pipeline is the additional material generation and shading and fractal reconstruction described in the previous sections. During the same rendering pass, we are able:

- to disturb the normal of each fragment depending on the generated noise. We disturb each normal component with \( \mathcal{T} \) in order to obtain a 3D noise. Note that we can modify \( \mathcal{T} \) (scale and rotation) before this perturbation stage providing a collection of various results presented in the results section. On the figure 6, the normal disruption (higher disruption) is illustrated on the left image of the fourth line.
- to disturb the lighting of each fragment depending on the texture generation. In that case, we compute the luminance for each fragment (given by the texture and the color material). This luminance can be used hereafter.
- to create a toon shading. Since it is a well-known effect, one can see that it is used on every images of the figure 6. Note that the normal perturbation presented above is then combined with the fragment normal to compute the fragment color using a toon shading. Moreover the luminance can weight the scalar product used as the toon shading 1D texture coordinate (see the last image on figure 6).
- to enhance the contrast of each fragment. This is obtained by applying a grain extraction between the image and its inverse luminance layer. In practice, we achieve this operation at the end of the fragment shader.

The other parts are used as a pre-computation (left part of the figure) or as a possible post-treatment (right part of the figure) and demonstrate the granularity integration in an artistic medium rendering pipeline.

Note that the pre-treatment is only designed to extract data for post-treatment. Even if this step is represented on the left of the additional material generation step of the figure, they are independent and both can be realized at the same time. We realize a “standard illumination rendering” using all parameters given by the user (camera position and orientation, lighting and textures): to extract data for deferred rendering (ex. normal map), to be potentially used in a fractal reconstruction of surface; to create abstraction images of the 3D scene. The abstraction images consist in creating images like contours and segmentation (through a lighting model), and can be mixed at the last step to produce the final image.

Finally the produced image is generated by potentially mixing pre-treatment rendering (abstraction and standard illumination rendering), additional material generation and shadings and fractal reconstruction. Depending on the user choice, some of them can be used or ignored.

In the figure 5, the solid lines represent rendering data transfers and dashed ones depict any other data transfers.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present a collection of results obtained with our framework and a discussion concerning the temporal coherence evaluation.

As one can see, we present results produced both on 3D scenes and on 2D images. Figure 6 presents an overview of possible results produced by our model. We first create the noise, adapt its frequency, orientation and then apply it to the model. On the bottom, we add contours, use the normal perturbation and provide fractal reconstruction. Even if the noise simulates the support of an artistic medium such as canvas, the normal perturbation, considered as another additional material, provides additional effects such as painting volume.

We also apply a our model to a complex scene including a landscape, houses, and an airship (see figure 10 and 11). As one can see, our method is robust and does not suffer to any problem due to the complexity of the scene. Consistent noise anchors to each object and flatness is preserved on the entire scene.

These figures illustrate one of the advantage of our approach: according to the model geometry, we compute parameters that permit to apply noise avoiding the shower door effect. We provide various results to illustrate painting and pencil reproduction.

Note that we obtain at least 100 fps on \( \approx 1 \text{M} \) polygons scene rendered at a 756x480 resolution on an Intel Bi-Xeon 2.7 Ghz and an nVidia Quadro FX 3800 (\( \approx 35 \) fps when the scene is rendered at a 1600x1200 resolution). When using our reconstruction, in the most unfavorable case, we obtain at least 30 frames per second with the fractal reconstruction surface.

Video submitted as additional material shows that temporal coherence is provided during displacements (video is also available at http://www.ai.univ-paris8.fr/~amsi/papers/sitis2012/). A resampling effect only appears for very high depth variations between two consecutive frames. Using, the surface fractal reconstruction process, this effect tends to disappears.

As mentioned by Bénard et al. [7], no such ground truth exists for non-photorealistic rendering techniques especially in animations. Generally a visual inspection is realized by the authors. At the most, some criteria are evaluated by a set of subjects and an aesthetic overall on the sequence is given. As one can see, there is no formal and perceptually grounded evaluation and even in the state of the art on this topics [7], the authors just imagine objective measures. In practice, as described above and as mentioned by most of authors, a stylized animation method pursues contradictory goals: flatness, coherence motion and temporal continuity. Thus a comparison based on ranking on images or video sequences for each criteria is the adopted solution. We choose the same presentation as the one proposed by Bénard et al. [7] and add more details.

Table I summaries the trade-offs made by our different rendering techniques both in the best and worst case.
For the addition material generation (noise generation and attachment):

- flatness is almost reached. The geometry is slightly perceptible due to the 2D texture cube mapping (blue triangles on figure 1);

- motion coherence is very good excepted for z-axis displacements. As previously described, we give a full priority to the grain attachment during object rotations and other non z-axis displacements. So artifacts are visible during walkthroughs and for objects with a high variations on z-axis. This effect can be slightly attenuated by a multiple scaled noise;

- temporal continuity is almost preserved. In theory temporal continuity depends on the noise frequency chosen by the user. In the worst case, when the noise frequency is too high regarding the windows resolution, abrupt changes can appear from frame to frame. Note that this effect is produced only according to the user choice, it is not an artifact produced by our method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Generation</th>
<th>Flatness</th>
<th>Coherent motion</th>
<th>Temporal continuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>Worst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractal Surface</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
SUMMARY OF THE TRADE-OFFS MADE BY OUR MODEL

The figure 7 presents an average of these results through a diagram where each goal is represented by an axis. For the addition material generation with the fractal surface reconstruction, we improve the motion coherence to the detriment of temporal continuity. Flatness is better preserved but its aspect change due to the reconstruction process. Also, the reconstruction process combined to the medium generation offers a perfect motion coherence. But in that case, the temporal continuity is disturbed. Indeed the reconstruction process can not guarantee a perfect frame to frame coherence.

The figure 8 presents the average of these results through a diagram where each goal is represented by an axis.

As a complementary result, we want to focus on a particular painting style, the impressionism. As mentioned in [23] it is one of the most accomplished technique of painting where realistic scenes are realized. The impressionist painting is mainly characterized by visible brushstrokes, open composition, emphasis on light and color arrangement. Short brush strokes of pure and unmixed color are used in order to achieve the effect of intense color vibration. For an impressionist painter the optical mixture in the eye replaces mixture of the pigments in the pallet. The figure 9 presents four paintings. Each of them respects the criteria described above but some of them have been generated through our system. Enjoy these and find which one(s) is (are) not exposed at the Orsay museum.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a consistent model for artistic medium reproduction in 3D scenes and animations. Based on a consistent and coherent surface grain generation,
produced with noise and/or textures, we create additional material properties used to produce stylization. We demonstrated that our parameter $T$ permits to anchor a consistent noise / texture coordinates to the object and also to adapt the noise frequency / texture repetition according to the depth. As previously mentioned, our solution is a compromise and we favor the the temporal continuity and the coherence motion. In fact, a resampling effect could be perceived only through a z-axis (i.e. depth) displacement. But these additional material properties remain consistent according to the scene / objects animation while avoiding the shower door and popping effects. The fractal reconstruction surface can improve the flatness and the motion coherence to the detriment of the temporal continuity.

In that case, the characteristics are extracted and used to reconstruct the whole image. Finally depending on the user choice, the consistent model for artistic medium can be realized through additional material properties and optionally fractal surface reconstruction.

In future work, we will investigate a fractal reconstruction surface designed for 2D animations (i.e. videos). Even if our fractal reconstruction surface gives accurate solutions, the reconstruction is realized according to each frame. As we provide consistent and coherent solution for grain surface generation, we would like to produce a coherent and consistent solution for the fractal surface generation and then improve its temporal continuity.
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Figure 9. Four impressionist paintings. Some of them are original paintings realized by Monet, the others are produced by our model using the generated medium and the fractal reconstruction model.
Figure 10. Various results obtained on 3D scene. From top to bottom and left to right: the original scene; noise generation without and with additional contours; application of the additional noise; noise variation (rotated and scaled); normal perturbation.

Figure 11. From top to bottom and left to right: reconstruction of noise after abstraction using MCMD; its application on the scene; three consecutive frames of an animation including fractal reconstruction and additional contours.